Out of the Bubble - Serendipitous Event Recommendations at an Urban Culture Festival
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ABSTRACT
Advances in positioning technologies have resulted in a surge of location-based recommendation systems for mobile devices. A central challenge in these systems is to avoid the so-called filter bubble effect, i.e., that people are not only exposed to information that is in line with their personal ecosystem, but that they can also discover novel and otherwise interesting content. We present results from a field study of a mobile recommendation system that has been aimed to support serendipitous discovery of events at an urban culture festival. Results from the study indicate that suitably designed recommendations together with access to relevant external information sources can lead to serendipitous discovery of new content, such as new artists, bands or individual songs. Our results also indicate that proximity has little effect on the effectiveness of serendipitous recommendations.
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INTRODUCTION
Increased sensing capabilities of smartphones combined with advances in positioning technologies have resulted in a widespread interest in mobile recommender systems that tailor their content based on the user’s current location, personal profile, activity or other situational factors; see, e.g., [1, 4, 7, 8]. A central challenge in these systems is how to avoid the so-called filter bubble¹, i.e., that people are only exposed to content that is in line with their personal ecosystem. Another major challenge is avoiding the popularity bias, i.e., that recommendations and consumption tend to concentrate on popular items instead of enabling people to easily find novel and serendipitous content [3]. To explore how mobile recommender systems can support serendipitous discovery in an urban context, we have developed Sounds of Helsinki (SoH), a novel mobile recommendation system. To evaluate the effectiveness of SoH in supporting serendipitous discovery, we have conducted a field study with 15 participants during an urban culture festival in Helsinki, Finland. In the study, SoH was used to recommend cultural events in the urban environment. The recommendations were augmented with additional media whenever possible. The results of the study demonstrate that suitably designed recommendations can lead to serendipitous discovery of new content, such as artists, bands or individual songs. As part of the study we also evaluated whether proximity to recommended events had an influence on the effectiveness or perceived relevance of the presented recommendations.

SOUNDS OF HELSINKI
Sounds of Helsinki is a mobile recommendation system for supporting serendipitous discovery of events in an urban environment. Sounds of Helsinki has been implemented following a client-server architecture. The server-side is responsible for generating event recommendations, managing event information and maintaining information about the location of the user. The server-side also acts as repository for any additional media that is available about the performers related to the events. The client-side of the system is web-based and operates in the browser of the mobile phone. The client-side additionally consists of a background script that periodically sends the GPS location of the user to the server. The script is also responsible for triggering notifications about new recommendations whenever they become available. The notifications are given using vibro-tactile feedback and playing an

¹http://www.ted.com/talks/eli_pariser_beware_online_filter_bubbles.html
To evaluate the effectiveness of Sounds of Helsinki in supporting serendipitous discovery, we have conducted a field study during the Helsinki Festival 2011, a yearly cultural festival taking place in Helsinki, Finland. The duration of the festival is approximately two weeks, during which numerous cultural events, such as music, dance, cinema and theater performances take place at different locations throughout the city. For conducting the user evaluation, we recruited two groups of people that described themselves as active listeners of mobile music and avid event-goers. The participants were aged between 24 and 45. The first group (N = 8) participated in the study for two days, while the second group (N = 7) participated for three days that did not overlap with the days of the first group. The participants were provided with Nokia N900 smart phones equipped with prepaid SIM cards for the duration of the study, and they were rewarded with tickets to one of two selected events during the festival. The reward events were excluded from being recommended by our system.

To avoid disrupting participants during night or working hours, recommendations were only generated between 2 p.m. and 10 p.m. To preserve battery of the client device, GPS location updates were sent to the server at five minute intervals. The time between successive recommendations was randomly sampled between 40 and 80 minutes. The algorithm that was used to generate recommendations was chosen randomly each time a new recommendation was made. For each recommendation, the participant had the option of rating the recommendation using thumbs up and thumbs down buttons.

To supplement the thumbs up/down ratings, at the end of the field study we collected post-hoc survey responses. Specifically, for each participant, we replayed the event recommendations that were shown to him/her during the study. For each recommendation, the participant was asked to respond to a six item questionnaire that measured whether the participant saw the recommendation, how good and serendipitous the recommendation was, and whether the recommendation influenced the participant’s behavior or not. The question items that were included were adapted from the user-centric recommendation evaluation framework proposed by Pu et al. [6]; see Table 1 for the items that were included in the questionnaire. Responses for all items were elicited using a 5-point Likert scale that was anchored at “completely disagree” (=1) and “completely agree” (=5). After completing the questionnaire for each event recommendation, the participant was asked to complete a ten item end-questionnaire measuring the overall usefulness of the system and its capability to support serendipity; see Table 2.

**RESULTS**

**Events and Recommendations**

In total, 241 recommendations were made in the field study. Most of the recommendations (212, 88%) were viewed by...
the participants, which indicates that the system was effective in increasing awareness of available events. In total, recommendations were made for 68 different events. Out of 241 recommendations, 95 (39%) had either streaming music or a YouTube video associated with them. The media was consumed at least once in 50 of the 95 cases (53%), but more than once only in 5 cases. Of the recommendations that were viewed, 74 (35%) were rated as good (thumbs up), 46 (22%) as poor (thumbs down), and 92 recommendations (43%) were not rated. No statistically significant differences were observed in the ratings between the RANDOM or the LOCATION-BASED recommendations. The median distance to events recommended using the RANDOM technique was 2.9 kilometers from the user’s current location. For the LOCATION-BASED recommendations the median distance was 2.0 kilometers.

Influence of Recommendations

Table 1 summarizes responses elicited to questions measuring the relevance and goodness of individual event recommendations. We used non-parametric ANOVA to compare the responses to the recommendations generated with the RANDOM method and the LOCATION-BASED method. The comparison revealed no statistically significant differences between the two recommendation methods. We separately evaluated whether distance to recommended events influenced any of the responses. This analysis was conducted using one sided t-tests assuming unequal variance. Before analysis, the distance values were normalized by applying a logarithmic function on them. The analysis did not return any statistically significant effects, which suggests that proximity had no influence on perceived relevance or effectiveness of recommendations in our study.

The responses to the questionnaire indicate, first of all, that most of the recommendations were for artists/performers that were previously unknown to the participant and for events that the participant had not heard of before. Together with the high consumption rate of additional media, the results thus indicate that SoH was effective in supporting serendipity. However, the responses also indicate that the event recommendations were considered neither interesting nor uninteresting, implying a trade-off between relevance of recommendations and support for serendipity.

The recommendations that were presented were considered neither good or bad in terms of their timeliness. The responses also suggest that the recommendations had little impact on the behavior of the participants. Comments of the participants suggest that one of the main reasons for the limited impact of the recommendations on their behavior was related to pre-planning of the day’s schedule before being exposed to the event recommendations. Some of the recommended events that the participants considered interesting had already been sold out which prevented them from having an influence on the participant’s behavior.

Table 2 summarizes the responses to the questionnaire measuring the overall goodness of the system. The responses indicate, first of all, that, while individual event recommendations were not considered particularly relevant, overall the participants were satisfied with the system and the support it provided for determining which events to attend. Similarly to the responses to the individual event recommendations, the participants did not consider the system to have a significant influence on their behavior.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented Sounds of Helsinki, a mobile recommendation system for supporting serendipitous discovery of events in an urban environment. Results from a field study with 15 participants, conducted during an urban culture festival, indicate that SoH is effective in supporting serendipity. However, the results also indicate that the recommendations were not considered particularly interesting or relevant. While personalization techniques could be used to improve the interestingness of recommendations, this would easily decrease the effectiveness of SoH in supporting serendipity. A potential solution would be to use personalization techniques not only for determining what to recommend, but to determine when the user is more likely to be interested in novel and serendipitous content.

The results of the study also indicated that proximity to events had no influence on the perceived goodness of the recommendations. The city of Helsinki, where the study was conducted, has a good public transportation system and many central culture venues are within walking distance from each other in the city centre. For a person located outside the city center, this means that it will take him or her approximately equally long to get to any venue. On the other hand, for someone already in the city centre, most culture venues can be reached within 15 minutes by foot or by public transportation. Given this, the effort required to get to an event is likely to be similar for events that are recommended using either of the recommendation techniques. The similar rate of positive and negative responses for the two recommendation techniques further supports this interpretation. This finding is in line with results from studies in location-based personal information management [5] and mobile marketing [2] which have shown that user preferences regarding location are complex, extending beyond geographic proximity and depending on a multitude of factors ranging from user plans to movement routines and social geography of an area.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RANDOM</th>
<th>LOCATION-BASED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am sure that I saw this recommendation.</td>
<td>5 (2)</td>
<td>5 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The recommendation was interesting.</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was already familiar with the artist.</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I had already heard about the recommended event.</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The recommendation was presented at a suitable time.</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
<td>3 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The recommendation affected my behaviour.</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of per-recommendation questionnaire results. The questions have been translated from Finnish.

| I enjoyed the [listening to or watching] the artists/bands of the recommended events (through media samples or attending the events). | 3 (1.0) |
| The recommendations helped me find new artists. | 3 (1.5) |
| The artists/bands related to the recommended events were not previously familiar to me. | 3 (2.0) |
| I found the recommended events interesting. | 4 (0.5) |
| The recommended events did not interest me. | 2 (1.0) |
| The recommended events were similar to each other. | 2 (0.5) |
| The recommendations were timely | 4 (1.0) |
| The recommendations affected my decisions to attend events. | 2 (2.0) |
| When I use the service, I feel that it supports me in trying to find content or events that I like. | 4 (1.0) |
| Overall, I am satisfied with the recommendations made by the system. | 4 (1.0) |

Table 2. Summary of end-questionnaire results. The questions have been translated from Finnish.


